
Name:  __________________________________ 

Home School Partners – American Literature, Week 22: Quiz 9 

Match the following authors on the right with their works on the left: 

____ 1. “Lucky People” A. Stephen Crane 

____ 2. “Locked Doors” B. Frank Stockton 

____ 3. “The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky” C. Mark Twain 

____ 4. “Taming the Bicycle” D. Mary Roberts Rinehart 

____ 5. “The Lady, or the Tiger?” E. Sarah Orne Jewett 

____ 6. In his first inaugural address, on the topic of slavery, Lincoln expresses the view that ___. 
  (A)  the Constitution allows slavery    (B)  he has no desire to end slavery in the South    (C)  both A & B 

____ 7. In his address, President Lincoln warns the South of “invasion” and “bloodshed” if they do not ___. 
  (A)  pay tariffs to the North    (B)  stop spreading slavery    (C)  leave the union    (D)  free their slaves 

____ 8. President Lincoln states his belief that in government, a ___ must submit to a ___. 
  (A)  minority, majority    (B)  President, majority    (C)  minority, President    (D)  President, minority 

____ 9. In his address, Lincoln declares that he supports a constitutional amendment that would ___. 
  (A)  end tariffs    (B)  permanently protect slavery    (C)  end slavery forever    (D)  reduce tariffs 

____ 10. Lincoln’s first inaugural address ends on a(n) ___ note and makes use of ___ wording. 
  (A)  angry, threatening    (B)  hopeful, religious    (C)  humorous, funny    (D)  gloomy, sorrowful 

____ 11. In “Lucky People,” which important question does the author ask young persons who have ambition? 
  (A) “Are you willing to work?”  (C) “Do you believe in luck?” 
  (B) “Is ambition the most important thing to you?” (D) “Do you have enough intelligence to succeed?” 

____ 12. In “The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky,” the way Jack and his wife interact on the train shows that they are ___. 
  (A) in a hurry to get back to the town (C) already very comfortable with each other 
  (B) disappointed with each other (D) shy because they don’t know each other well yet 

____ 13. What phrase best describes what the bride represents in “The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky”? 
  (A) the joy that overcomes loneliness (C) the equality of women in the west 
  (B) the taming or settling of the west (D) the toughness required to survive in the west 

____ 14. The author of “Taming the Bicycle” says he had no problems at all learning how to ___. 
  (A)  pedal    (B)  dismount    (C)  stay balanced    (D)  steer    (E)  spread cream cheese on his handlebars 

____ 15. The line “[The street] was not [level], as the bicycle informed me, to my surprise” shows humor through ___. 
  (A)  puns    (B)  understatement    (C)  repetition    (D)  exaggeration 

____ 16. Like many of O. Henry’s short stories, “The Gift of the Magi” is set in ___. 
  (A)  Chicago    (B)  Boston    (C)  New York City    (D)  Cliftonton Townvilleburg 

____ 17. In “The Gift of the Magi,” the author sets the price of Della’s hair at $20 in order to ___. 
  (A)  show it’s a large amount    (B)  link Della to Jim    (C)  both A & B    (D)  neither A nor B 

____ 18. “The Lady, or the Tiger?” is best described as a story that ___. 
  (A)  makes you think    (B)  celebrates a strong ruler    (C)  both A & B    (D)  neither A nor B 

____ 19. In “Locked Doors,” Miss Adams’s nursing experience helps her solve cases because it ___. 
  (A)  helps her be decisive    (B)  trains her to work silently    (C)  aids her in gaining others’ trust    (D)  all of these 

____ 20. In “Locked Doors,” Miss Adams’s box has all of the following in it except ___. 
  (A)  a flashlight    (B)  skeleton keys    (C)  her disguises    (D)  a gun 
 
________________________ BONUS (+5): The Frenchwoman in “Locked Doors” who says, “It’s up! I die tomorrow!” 

is referring to ___. 
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